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The Murder Junkies, the original backing 

band for legendary punk outlaw GG Allin, will 

play at 123 Pleasant Street tonight at 10 

p.m. They will be supported by False Profit 

and Haggard Wulf . 
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123 Pleasant Street will be the host of a rowdy and 

raucous punk show tonight as outlaw punk legends 

the Murder Junkies take the stage with support from 

False Profit and Haggard Wulf.

The Murder Junkies made their name backing up 

the legendary punk outlaw Kevin Michael "GG" 

Allin, who is widely regarded as one of the most 

controversial and entertaining acts in the history of 

rock ‘n' roll.

Consisting of GG's brother Merle "Pinky" Allin on 

bass and drummer Donald "Dino Sex" Sachs, The 

Murder Junkies backed up the infamous GG Allin in 

the early 1990s and served as the last band to play 

with GG before his death from an accidental heroin overdose in 1993.

The Junkies now tour as a tribute band to the late punk rocker and seek to preserve his 

legacy by pumping out the same raw and in-your-face brand of outlaw punk that one would 

expect from a band with such ties to the outrageous star.

Song titles like "Rowdy Beer Drinkin' Night" and "Feed My Sleaze" exemplify the mentality 

of these musicians – they are the true embodiment of "outlaw rockers" with their shocking 

performances and personas.

Touring behind their latest release, "Road Killer," one can expect a loud and energetic 

show that will peel the paint off the walls inside 123 and propel the crowd into a swirling 

frenzy of bodies – all of whom will be moving to the sounds dedicated to and honoring GG's 

memory.

Opening up for The Murder Junkies tonight is West Virginia thrash and punk act False 

Profit.
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Hailing from Buckhannon and Morgantown, these indie rockers are veterans of the 123 

Pleasant Street stage and are always eager to share their musical talents with the local 

crowd.

False Profit brings an up-tempo, fast and furious brand of thrash punk sure to crank up the 

intensity of tonight's show.

By combining elements of thrash metal with a strong punk influence, False Profit has 

created a unique and extremely energetic style of music that has been winning over 

audiences across the Mountain State for over ten years.

Tonight, they hope to continue this tradition of success at 123 Pleasant Street. Igniting the 

evening's festivities is Morgantown folk and punk duo Haggard Wulf. Utilizing one guitar, a 

snare drum, a kick drum, and a unique vocal approach, Haggard Wulf promises to be an 

exceptionally fresh take on contemporary punk.

Haggard Wulf's set is infused with religious song titles such as "Am I Demon," "Devil Town" 

and "South of Heaven." This dark and mysterious image will be in full effect tonight as they 

look to light the crowd on fire early.

123 Pleasant Street features an exceptionally unruly cast of bands tonight as Haggard Wulf 

and False Profit open up for the Murder Junkies.

The night's theme promises to be a good time and showcase disruptive behavior, so if 

you're looking for an enjoyable opportunity to unleash your wild side, 123 Pleasant Street is 

tonight's ticket to paradise.

The show starts at 10 p.m. and there is an $8 cover charge.
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